Peace Studies 2600:

The CAFO Discourse: Industrialized Animal Factories

Peace Studies 2600 is a multi-disciplined humanities course that considers the prose of the human community as it intersects with widespread industrialization and its inevitable social, economic and environmental realities. Both writing and non-writing intensive sections are offered.

COURSE INFORMATION

The Online Summer Peace Institute is a series of online courses dedicated to time sensitive and consequential topics in peace and conflict resolution studies.

Peace Studies 2600 is now available for MyZou course registration in the Summer of 2018.

View more peace studies summer online courses on myzou.missouri.edu or https://peacestudies.missouri.edu/courses

CONTACT

For more information, contact Professor Daria Kerridge KerridgeB@missouri.edu

“THIS CLASS HAS TRULY CHANGED HOW I LOOK AT WHAT I’M BUYING.”

“I HAVE FOUND MYSELF READING MORE LABELS AND DISCUSSING THESE ISSUES OUTSIDE OF CLASS AS THEY NEED TO BE DISCUSSED.”

“THE THINGS I LEARNED FROM THIS CLASS WILL STICK WITH ME FOREVER.”